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Accounting applications at many z/OS sites load SMF 101 information into their performance 

database in order to be able to charge for CPU usage due to DDF requests. 

From the accounting point of view these applications would need only the SMF 101 records 

produced by DDF workloads but unfortunately it’s not possible using the standard IBM utilities to 

filter all the other SMF 101 records, such as the ones produced by CICS and IMS which normally 

account for millions of records. 

EPV for z/OS, due to its design, has the same requirement. 

This is the reason why EPV Technologies implemented a Type 2 IFASMFDP exit to filter SMF 

101 records during the SMF dump phase. 

In this paper the characteristics of this implementation are described showing an example of the 

amount of processing time and resources which could be saved. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The processing cost (in terms of CPU service units usage) of every request to DB2 is 

automatically attributed to the requesting address space through the cross-memory mechanism. 

Unfortunately the standard DB2 mechanism works very poorly for DDF workloads. In fact 

because there is no requesting address space in the system, all the DDF consumptions are 

attributed to the  DB2 subsystem address space (DB2xDIST) where DDF is implemented.  

There are essentially two ways to correctly attribute the DDF CPU consumptions: 

• Using SMF 101 records; 

• Using SMF 72 records. 

The major advantage of using SMF 72 records is that the number of SMF records to manage is 

very small. Unfortunately there are also some disadvantages: 

• All the accounting aggregations have to be predefined and a separate report class (or 

service class) has to be created for each one of them inside the Workload Manager (WLM) 

in order to get useful SMF 72 information; 

• The WLM classification rules offer limited possibilities to aggregate DDF workloads. 

Depending on the enforced standards it may be trivial, difficult or quite impossible to 

create the report classes needed for DDF resource accounting;  

• The unclassified requests will all be reported together in a default report class (that none 

the less has to be defined). 

On the contrary SMF 101 records contain so much detailed information about the DB2 requests 

that it becomes very easy to find a way to create useful aggregations from the resource accounting 

point of view. Another important advantage is that the aggregations don’t have to be decided in 

advance. 

So many customers load SMF 101 information in their performance database in order to feed their 

accounting applications. 

From the accounting point of view these applications would need only the SMF 101 produced by 

DDF workloads but unfortunately it’s not possible using standard utilities to filter all the other 

SMF 101 such as the ones produced by CICS and IMS which normally account to millions of 

records. 

EPV for z/OS, due to its design, has the same requirement: in fact it uses only the SMF 101 

produced by DDF. 

In both cases all the SMF 101 records have to be processed and collected before eventually 

filtering them. If the number of non DDF records is very big the SMF processing will require a 

much longer time wasting a lot of CPU and I/O resources.  

This is the reason why EPV Technologies implemented a Type 2 IFASMFDP exit to filter SMF 

101 records during the SMF dump phase. 

 

2 Exit implementation 
 

IFASMFDP is the standard IBM utility used to dump SMF datasets and to manage SMF records. 

Depending on the parameter settings, specific SMF records can be written on multiple output files. 

During the SMF processing IFASMFDP may give control to three user exit types. 

The Type 2 exit is the one taking control just before a SMF record would be written to the 

destination output file. 
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In the following example you’ll find an example of a typical JCL running IFASMFDP to produce 

2 different output files: 

 
//STEP1  EXEC PGM=IFASMFDP 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDD1    DD DSN=INP.SMF,DISP=SHR 

//OUTDD1   DD DSN=OUT.SMF1,DISP=SHR 

//OUTDDEPV DD DSN=OUT.SMF2,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD * 

INDD(INDD1,OPTIONS(DUMP)) 

OUTDD(OUTDD1,TYPE(0:255)) 

OUTDD(OUTDDEPV,TYPE(0,30,70:78,101,110,116,120)) 

/* 

 

The first OUTDD statement produces an output file containing all the SMF records while the 

second statement produces an output file containing only the EPV needed SMF records. 

 

To use the exit the previous JCL has to be slightly modified. 

 
//STEP1  EXEC PGM=IFASMFDP 

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=APF.AUTH.LIB,DISP=SHR 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//INDD1    DD DSN=INP.SMF,DISP=SHR 

//OUTDD1   DD DSN=OUT.SMF1,DISP=SHR 

//OUTDDEPV DD DSN=OUT.SMF2,DISP=SHR 

//SYSIN    DD * 

INDD(INDD1,OPTIONS(DUMP)) 

OUTDD(OUTDD1,TYPE(0:255)) 

OUTDD(OUTDDEPV,TYPE(0,30,70:78,101,110,116,120)) 

USER2(EPVEX2) 

/* 

 

The exit has to reside in an APF authorized library.  

The USER2 statement says to IFASMFDP to give control to the EPVEX2 Type 2 exit before a 

record to be written.  

 

The logical flow of the code is the following: 

� checks for SMF 101 record; if not it gives control back; 

� checks for OUTDDEPV DD; if not it gives control back; 

� checks for DDF connection types; if not it suppresses the record and gives control back.  

 

The final result is that non DDF SMF 101 records will be excluded from OUTDDEPV output file.  

 

3 A real life example 
 

We measured the data collection process of one of the production systems at a customer site. 

At this site they only collect SMF 101 records for chargeback of CPU usage for DDF requests. 

The processing flow is based on three steps: SMF dump; FTP to the system where SAS is 

licensed; MXG collection. 
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We did two runs: one which processed all the SMF 101 records and another which processed only 

the DDF SMF 101 records. 

Filtering the SMF 101 records reduces the SMF file size from 6,4 to 1,9 GB saving 70% of the 

used disk space both in the SMF dump and in the FTP phases
1
. 

 
ALL SMF 101 ONLY DDF 101

DISK GB DISK GB % saved

SMF dump 6,4                 1,9                   70%

FTP 6,4                 1,9                   70%

MXG 0,2                 0,2                   0%

Totals 13,0               4,1                   69%  
Table 1 

 

The number of disk EXCPs is reduced from 5,6 to less than 2 million, a saving of 65%. The 

number of used CPU seconds is reduced from about 612 to about 271, a saving of 56%. 

 

CPU sec EXCP CPU sec EXCP % CPU saved % CPU saved

SMF dump 22,2 2.031.000 13,8 815.000    38% 60%

FTP 45,6 1.750.000 13,2 535.000    71% 69%

MXG 544,1 1.827.000 244,2 590.000    55% 68%

Totals 611,9 5.608.000 271,2 1.940.000 56% 65%

ALL SMF 101 ONLY DDF 101

 
Table 2 

 

The global processing time is reduced from about 1 hour to less than half an hour, an 

improvement of about 50%. 

 
ALL SMF 101 ONLY DDF 101

ELAPSED sec ELAPSED sec % saved

SMF dump 1.281             713                  44%

FTP 845                264                  69%

MXG 1.400             714                  49%

Totals 3.526             1.691               52%  
Table 3 

4 Conclusions 
 

Processing SMF 101 records can be greatly improved when only the records produced by DDF 

requests are needed. The example we presented refers to a customer site where they run six 

production and four development/test systems. Because of the workload characteristics two of the 

other production systems are expected to improve much more by using the exit. 

Based on our results we estimate that more than 3 hours CPU and 14 millions EXCP per day can 

be saved simply using by using our exit on the production systems. The SMF processing time will 

also be reduced accordingly. We expect that customers running many millions CICS and IMS 

transactions per day could obtain much greater benefits.   

                                                
1 The MXG phase reads the input provided but produces a table containing only DDF accounting information in both 

runs.  

 


